
AUSTRALIAN NON-KIN SELECTION EMPIRE? 

1, TECHNOLOGICAL IMPERIALISM AND GROUP SELECTION 

In the past, technologies have been applied for the betterment of empires irrespective of 

deleterious effects on opposing forces, on local people and on bystanders. For example, railways 

were developed in the USA bringing settlers onto indigenous lands, selecting against Indians. The 

discovery and production of penicillin had a significant effect on medical treatment of injured and ill 

military personnel, giving Britain and her allies a military advantage, selecting against the Axis 

countries. Use of nuclear technology in the 2nd World War, selected against the Japanese.  

It was ethical to believe that a technology could be applied for the good of one's own people, 

regardless of disbenefits to competing empires and peoples. Now Australians regard as unethical the 

dumping of industrial waste gases into the atmosphere. 

2. TECHNOLOGY SELECTION AND POLITICS OF WEALTH REDISTRIBUTION 

World citizenship is being invoked by Australian governments to select against technologies that 

use uranium and carbon because of world atmospheric and ocean effects. Alternative technologies 

have been encouraged even though their effects would be even worse (see 3 below). To reduce the 

pollution practically, demand and supply reduction are necessary. Anti- industry and conservation 

groups probably favour these but do not tell voters this plainly, because people equate reduced 

energy to unpleasantly reduced lifestyles. Instead, the Commonwealth Government has hidden this 

in a carbon tax that will enable them to redistribute funds to help their re-election. 

3. RENEWABLE TECHNOLOGIES CAUSE CLIMATE CHANGE 

All energy technologies convert the resource ultimately into unusable heat in the environment, 

called entropy. This heat can be lost slowly into space or cause climate change. An inefficient 

converter will cause more climate change than an efficient one, because it must capture more solar 

or wind energy for the same output. If the converter makes waste gases that change solar energy 

into heat by the greenhouse effect, then this will add to entropy and to climate change, perhaps by 

as much. 

Wind turbines are highly inefficient (<1%thermal) and create at least 42 times (=99/70/30) more 

entropy and climate change in the environment than combustion of fossil fuels (max 30% thermal). 

Such climate change would probably exceeding their greenhouse saving. 

Solar panels (both photovoltaic and thermal) are highly inefficient (<3% thermal) and create at 

least 14 times more entropy and climate change than combustion of fossil fuels, probably exceeding 

their greenhouse saving. 

Ethanol for vehicle fuels is highly inefficient (<3% thermal) creating more entropy, probably 

exceeding greenhouse saving from substituting for petroleum fuels. 

In conclusion, substituting renewable technologies will exacerbate climate change. (Quantities 

quoted are notional but I doubt that empirical data would refute my conclusion.) 

4. DEVELOPMENT APPROVAL, KIN SELECTION AND NON-KIN SELECTION 

Some people explain human behaviour as survival of the fittest, applied as selection of groups 

(nationalities; communities; families) rather than individuals. In the natural world, animals never 

select non-kin groups ahead of kin groups with the same consideration, yet Australian governments 

in 2012 are acknowledging wider effects of developments they administer on World groups but 

ignoring effects on local groups. In Queensland, the Environment and Planning Court seeks 

submissions from people with interest in developments. As a result, it may refuse, modify or 

approve plans without compensation of those adversely affected. Alternatively, in the State interest, 



the approval may be called-in and decided politically, without compensation of those adversely 

affected. If your vote is not wanted, you get bulldozed out of the way. 

In contrast, the overseas groups who could be adversely affected, such as traditional dwellers on 

sand banks at sea level, may have their interests acknowledged and the development application 

refused, e.g. for a new coal-fired power station. Thus anti-kin selection is being allowed by 

governments elected to serve kin. It is logical that overseas peoples, whose interests Australia 

voluntarily serves, should acknowledge Australia's self-sustaining altruism (i.e. 'selfaltruism') and 

accord Australia commensurate rights of 'empire' and possibly 'dominion', for example, in relocating 

them. 

 5. TOWARDS A NON-TECHNOLOGICAL EMPIRE 

Entropy effects of alternative energy resources and technologies are complex. To make a 

comparison, a chemical engineering degree is mandatory. It is evident that politicians are not 

qualified to select technologies or impose fiscal restraints on resource and energy industries, except 

to rubber-stamp reports by unbiased experts (a self-contradicting concept). My arguments are 

illustrated in Chapter 39 of my speculative fiction novel The Grass Is Always Browner, Zeus 

Publications, 2011. 

A strong case can be made for subjecting Australian development approvals to scientific tribunals 

who would apply the Pareto Principle and "selfaltruism" in determinations. This is illustrated in 

Chapters 25 of my book. 

In my opinion, the problem of bringing the developing countries up to speed requires switching 

Australia from material to spiritual growth. This will use less resources and the new lifestyle will be 

self-sustaining. There need be no loss in employment, although many people will choose to become 

self-sufficient. The economy will contract but business owners will have profitable new opportunities 

requiring their capital. 

Australia's role in the world will be to set examples of self-sustainable development and 

selfaltruism. An Australian Commonwealth of Nations could coordinate the importation of 

manufactured goods needed by an economy based on quarrying and export of minerals. Taxation is 

necessary to pay for regulation and civil works to prevent urban flooding. 

These and other issues for the future, at year 2250, are considered in The Grass Is Always 

Browner, a speculative fiction novel. Further information is available at 

www.grassisbrowner.wordpress.com and www.martinknox.wordpress.com 
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